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Abstract

We prove MacWilliams theorem for linear codes with finite group actions. When

acting group is trivial, our result becomes the ordinary MacWilliams theorem.

Key words: group, linear code, dual code, weight enumerator, MacWilliams iden-

tity.

1 Introduction and Summary

Yoshida [3] has given a version of the MacWilliams theorem [2] for codes with group

action. In this paper we establish another version of the MacWilliams theorem. Our

result seems to be a special case of Yoshidaフs. But we can not prove this.

Let V be the vector space F�", where Fq is the field with q elements. From now on

●

we assume that G is a finite permutation group on the coordinates of V and ¥G is prime

to q. Then we can define a natural action ofG on V as follows: Ifv - (vi,...,vn) and

g∈G,weletvg- (xu...,xn),wherefori- 1,...,n,X{-f^-i. InthiswayVbecomes

an FG-module. A G-code is an FG-submodule of V. As in [1], the operator 6 is defined

by

o-古
Here we notethat CV(G) - V9 and 6* - 9 (see [1]).

Let Cu.-,Ct be the orbits of the coordinates of V under the action of G. Let nrii

be the orbit length of d. Define C{ as the vector of V which has 1 as its entry for every
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point of Ci and 0 elsewhere. (This definition of the CVs is slightly different from that in

the proofofTheorem 4.3 in [1]). Then each ofe1, ‥.et is in V9 and every element u of

Vβ is ofthe丘)rm

i

u - ∑xi否i･
E2≠il

This basis {否1,‥.,百t} of V9 is a key to our proof. The G-weight of a vector u -

∑吉-i X{否i ∈ V9 denoted wg(¥i) is defined as the number of non-zero x{. So if G consists

of the identity element, e, alone, then the G-weight wg(u) of a vector u is the ordinary

weight uトForvectors a- ∑芝=1 ai否　b - ∑芝=lfc百ofVO, an inner product (a,h)o of

a and b is de丘ned by

(1)　　　　　　　　　　(a,b)G-0161+　¥-atbt

Let D be a vector subspace of VO. Dq is the dual of D in V6 with respect to the inner

product (1). (Notice that if G consists of the identity element, e, alone, then Dh-i is the
●

ordinarydual D ofD in V.)

We describe a weight enumerator of a vector subspace D of VO. The weight enumer-

ator WD(x,y) of D is defined by

wD{x,y) - ∑ xトwg(u) wg(u)
u∈β

Clearly if G is trivial, that is, G - {e}, then this weight enumerator becomes the ordinary

weight enumerator. We shall prove the following:

Theorem 1 IfC is a G-code, then

Wcァe(x,y) - Tgg;Wce(x+ (q- ¥)y,x- y).

If G is trivial, that is, G - {ej, then our Theorem is the ordinary MacWilliams theorem

2,p.146].

For notation and terminology, we shall refer the following book and paper: [2] for

coding theory; [3] for codes with group action.

2　ProofofTheorem

In order to prove Theorem we need the following proposition.
●

Proposition 1 Let V be the vector space F冒. Assume that G is afinite permutation

group on the coordinates ofV and ¥G¥ isprime to q. IfC is a G-　　and

o-古sec



then
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(CO)-L - JfeerO + C-Lo.

Proof See the proofs of Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 1 in [1].
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We shall prove Theorem. Ifx - ∑iXiei ∈ C9 and y - ∑ viCi ∈ C⊥0, by Proposi-

tion 1 we have

O- (x,y) - ∑miXiVi - (x,y')G,
u

where y - ∑ rriiyiCi. From this it follows that

(C6)h ⊇ (C⊥o)M,

M-diagimi,.-,mum2,...,m2,...,mt,...,mt).
mi times mo times mt times

We shall show

(3)

By Proposition 1, we have

(4)

(co)i - (Cア6)M.

dimCL9-dim(CO) -dimker6.

From linear algebra theory,
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dimV　-　dimV6+dimker9,

dimV　-　dimiCO)1-+dimC6,

dimVe　-　dim(C9)ア+dimC6.

From (4), (5), (6) and (7) we see that

(8)　　　　　　　　　　dim (C6)ア- dim (Cア6).

Since 〟 is a non-singular matrix, we have

(9)　　　　　　　　　　dimCx6 - dim {Cx9)M.

Prom (2), (8) and (9) it follows that

(ce)ア- (c⊥6)M.
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Here notice that MacWilliams theorem [2, p. 146] for the ordinary weight enumerator

of the code Cβ in Vβ holds in this case, too.

Now we shall丘nish the proof of Theorem. By MacWilliams theorem and (3), we

obtain the following:

●

(10)　　　　　W{cアe)M{x,y) - -Wce{x+ (q- 1)y,x - y).

Since Wtc⊥e)M{x,y) - Wc⊥o(x, y), it follows from (10) that

wcァo(x,y)品wce{x+(q-1)y,x-y).
[コ

Remark. Generalizing a result of Thompson, Hayden l] has proved the following propo-

sition.

Proposition 2　Using the notation of Proposition 1, then with an appropriate or-

thonormal base for VQ, (extending Fq if necessary) we have where (C9)ye is the dual in

terms of this basis

(CO)ve-C 9.

So our result (3) is a generalization of Proposition 2 in a sense.
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